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1 IntroductionOne of the major reasons for the success story (if one is really willing to call it asuccess story) of human beings on this planet is our ability to invent tools thathelp us improve our | otherwise often quite limited | capabilities. The inven-tion of machines that are able to do interesting things, like transporting peoplefrom one place to the other (even through the air), sending moving pictures andsounds around the globe, bringing our email to the right person, and the like,is one of the cornerstones of our culture and determines to a great degree oureveryday life.Among the most challenging tools one can think of are machines that areable to handle knowledge adequately. Building smart machines is at the heart ofArti�cial Intelligence (AI). Since such machines will need tremendous amounts ofknowledge to work properly, even in very limited environments, the investigationof techniques for representing knowledge and reasoning is highly important.In the early days of AI it was still believed that modeling general purposeproblem solving capabilites, as in Newell and Simon's famous GPS (GeneralProblem Solver) program, would be su�cient to generate intelligent behaviour.This hypothesis, however, turned out to be overly optimistic. At the end ofthe sixties people realized that an approach using available knowledge aboutnarrow domains was much more fruitful. This led to the expert systems boomwhich produced many useful application systems, expert system building tools,and expert system companies. Many of the systems are still in use and savecompanies millions of dollars per year4.Nevertheless, the simple knowledge representation and reasoning methodsunderlying the early expert systems soon turned out to be insu�cient. Most ofthe systems were built based on simple rule languages, often enhanced with adhoc approaches to model uncertainty. It became apparent that more advancedmethods to handle incompleteness, defeasible reasoning, uncertainty, causalityand the like were needed.This insight led to a tremendous increase of research on the foundationsof knowledge representation and reasoning. Theoretical research in this area hasblossomed in recent years. Many advances have been made and important resultswere obtained. The technical quality of this work is often impressive.On the other hand, most of these advanced techniques have had surprisinglylittle inuence on practical applications so far. To a certain degree this is under-standable since theoretical foundations had to be laid �rst and pioneering workwas needed. However, if we do not want research in knowledge representation toremain a theoreticians' game, more emphasis on computability and applicabilityseems to be needed. We strongly believe that the kind of research presented inthis book, that is research aiming at interesting combinations of ideas from logicprogramming and non{monotonic reasoning, and its implementation, providesan important step into this direction.4 We refer the interested reader to the recent book [RN95] which gives a very detailedand nice exposition of what has been done in AI since its very beginning until today.



Research in the area of logic programming and non-monotonic reasoningmakes a signi�cant contribution not only towards the better understanding ofrelations existing between various formalizations of non-monotonic reasoning,and, hopefully, towards the eventual discovery of deeper underlying principlesof non-monotonic reasoning and logic programming, but, perhaps more impor-tantly, towards the eventual development of relatively e�cient inference enginesbased on the techniques originating in logic programming. Needless to say, theproblem of �nding e�cient inference mechanisms, capable of modelling humancommon-sense reasoning, is one of the major research and implementation prob-lems in AI. Moreover, by incorporating the recent theoretical results, the nextqualitative leap in logic programming systems is well under way.In fact, during the last decade a truly impressive body of knowledge hasbeen accumulated, providing us with a better understanding of semantic issuesin logic programming and the nature of its relationship to non-monotonic for-malisms. New, signi�cantly improved, semantics for logic programs have beenintroduced and thoroughly investigated and their close relationship to majornon-monotonic formalisms has been established. A number of fundamental re-sults describing ways in which non-monotonic theories can be translated intologic programs have been obtained. Entirely new computational mechanismsfor the new, greatly improved, semantics have been introduced and several verypromising implementations of logic programming systems based on these seman-tics have been developed.In spite of these unquestionable successes some major problems remain:1. Standard logic programs are not su�ciently expressive for the representationof large classes of knowledge bases. In particular, the inability of logic pro-grams to deal with disjunctive information proved to be a major obstacle tousing them e�ectively in various knowledge domains, in particular, it consti-tutes a major obstacle to using logic programming as a declarative speci�ca-tion language for software engineering. The problem of extending of the logicprogramming paradigm to the class of disjunctive programs and deductivedatabases turned out to be a di�cult one, as evidenced by a large numberof papers, the book [LMR92] and several workshops ([Wol94, DLMW96])devoted to this issue. It is well known that disjunctive programs are signi�-cantly more expressive than normal programs.2. In recent years, several authors have underscored the importance of extend-ing logic programming by introducing di�erent types of negation (explicit,strong or classical negation) which proved essential for knowledge represen-tation and are indispensable for the e�ective use of integrity constraints. Thisimportant enhancement of logic programming immediately leads, however,to the new basic problem of how to deal with contradiction in such extendedlogic programs. The proper de�nition of declarative and procedural seman-tics for contradiction removal is particularly crucial in applications of logicprogramming to diagnosis, database updates, and declarative debugging.3. The existing logic programming systems su�er from an important proce-dural limitation of being unable to deal with non-ground negative queries.



This well-known phenomenon, known as the oundering problem, severelyrestricts the usefulness of logic programs for knowledge representation. Sev-eral major attempts have been made recently to deal with this problem butmuch more work is still needed.4. In spite of the unquestionable progress obtained during the last decade orso, insu�cient attention has been paid to the study of various applicationsof the new logic programming paradigm and to the actual testing and exper-imentation with the new systems in various application domains. Extensiveexperimentation will allow us to better understand and evaluate their po-tential value for knowledge representation, at the same time exposing theirpossible weaknesses and inadequacies.5. While several promising implementations of logic programming systems havebeen developed recently, much more e�ort has to be devoted to this issueduring the next several years if we are to come up with a truly practical ande�cient alternative to the currently existing logic programming paradigm.These e�orts must include implementations which are capable, among oth-ers, to deal with disjunctive information, contradiction removal and con-structive negation. More work is also needed towards the development ofobject-oriented logic programming systems.In short, the advent of low cost multiprocessor machines, impressive researchprogress of the past decade as well as signi�cant advances in logic programmingimplementation techniques now provide us with a great opportunity to bring tofruition computationally e�cient implementations of extended logic program-ming. The resulting programming system must not only ensure the increasedexpressivity and declarative clarity of the new paradigm of logic programmingbut it should also be suitable to serve as an inference engine for other non-monotonic reasoning formalisms and deductive databases and as a speci�cationlanguage for software engineering.This book is the successor of [DPP95] and the next in a series addressing suchissues. To facilitate access to the book, and to this research area, we decided toprovide here an introduction and motivation for (extended and disjunctive) logicprogramming, which is commonly used as a basis for knowledge representationand non{monotonic reasoning, and applications. Other more speci�c develop-ments, such as belief revision or updates, are deliberately left out. The readeris referred to the collection of papers in this book and the references therein forsuch topics.2 Brief historical logic programming backgroundComputational Logic arose from the work begun by logicians since the mid�fties.The desire to impart the computer with the ability to reason logically led to thedevelopment of automated theorem proving, which took up the promise of giv-ing logic to arti�cial intelligence. This approach was fostered in the 1970's byColmerauer et al. [CKPR73] and Kowalski [Kow74, Kow79] as Logic Program-ming (and brought on the de�nition and implementation of Prolog [CKPR73]).



It introduced to computer science the important concept of declarative { as op-posed to procedural { programming. Ideally, a programmer should need only tobe concerned with the declarative meaning of his program, while the proceduralaspects of program's execution are handled automatically. The Prolog languagebecame the privileged vehicle approximating this ideal. The �rst Prolog compiler[WPP77] showed that it could be a practical language and helped disseminateit worldwide.Clearly, this ideal cannot possibly be ful�lled without a precise de�nition ofproper declarative semantics of logic programs and, in particular, of the meaningof negation in logic programming. Logic programs, however, do not use classicallogical negation, but rely instead on a non-monotonic operator, often referred toas \negation by failure" or \negation by default". The non-monotonicity of thisoperator allows us to view logic programs as special non-monotonic theories, andthus makes it possible to draw from the extensive research in the area of non-monotonic reasoning and use it as guidance in the search for a suitable semanticsfor logic programs.On the other hand, while logic programs constitute only a subclass of the classof all non-monotonic theories, they are su�ciently expressive to allow formal-izations of many important problems in non-monotonic reasoning and providefertile testing grounds for new formalizations. Moreover, since logic programs ad-mit relatively e�cient computational mechanisms, they can be used as inferenceengines for non-monotonic formalisms.The development of formal foundations of logic programming began in thelate 1970s, especially with the works [EK76, Cla78, Rei78b]. Further progressin this direction was achieved in the early 1980's, leading to the appearance ofthe �rst book on the foundations of logic programming [Llo87]. The selectionof logic programming as the underlying paradigm for the Japanese Fifth Gener-ation Computer Systems Project led to the rapid proliferation of various logicprogramming languages.In parallel, starting at about 1980, non{monotonic Reasoning entered intocomputer science and began to constitute a new �eld of active research. It wasoriginally initiated because Knowledge Representation and Common-Sense Rea-soning using classical logic came to its limits. Formalisms like classical logic areinherently monotonic and they seem to be too weak and therefore inadequatefor such reasoning problems.In recent years, independently of the research in logic programming, peo-ple interested in knowledge representation and non{monotonic reasoning alsotried to de�ne declarative semantics for programs containing default or explicitnegation and even disjunctions . They de�ned various semantics by appealing to(di�erent) intuitions they had about programs.Due to logic programming's declarative nature, and amenability to implemen-tation, it quickly became a prime candidate for knowledge representation. Its ad-equateness became more apparent after the relationships established in the mid1980's between logic programs and deductive databases [Rei84, GMN84, LT85],[LT86, Min88].



The use of both logic programming and deductive databases for knowledgerepresentation is based on the so called \logical approach to knowledge repre-sentation". This approach rests on the idea of providing machines with a logicalspeci�cation of the knowledge that they possess, thus making it independent ofany particular implementation, context{free, and easy to manipulate and reasonabout.Consequently, a precise meaning (or semantics) is associated with any logicprogram in order to provide its declarative speci�cation. The performance ofany computational mechanism is then evaluated by comparing its behaviourto the speci�cation provided by the declarative semantics. Finding a suitabledeclarative semantics for logic programs has been acknowledged as one of themost important and di�cult research areas of logic programming.>From the implementational point of view, for some time now programmingin logic has been shown to be a viable proposition. As a result of the e�ort to�nd simple and e�cient theorem proving strategies, Horn clause programmingunder SLD resolution was discovered and implemented [KK71, CKPR73].However, because Horn clauses admit only positive conclusions or facts, theygive rise to a monotonic semantics, i.e. one by which previous conclusions arenever questioned in spite of additional information, and thus the number ofderived conclusions cannot decrease { hence the monotonicity.Horn clause programming augmented with the NOT operator (i.e. Prolog),under the SLDNF derivation procedure [Llo87], does allow negative conclusions;these, however, are only drawn by default (or implicitly), just in case the cor-responding positive conclusion is not forthcoming in a �nite number of steps,taking the program as it stands. This condition also prevents, by de�nition, theappearance of any and all contradictions, and so does not allow for reasoningabout contradictory information.The NOT form of negation is capable of dealing with incomplete information,by assuming false exactly what is not true in a �nite manner { hence the ClosedWorld Assumption (CWA) [Rei78a] or completion semantics given to such pro-grams [Cla78]. However, irrespective of other problems with this semantics, thereremains the issue of the proper treatment of non-terminating computations, evenfor �nite programs.To deal with the di�culties faced by the completion semantics, a spate ofsemantic proposals were set forth from the late eigthies onwards, of which thewell{founded semantics of [GRS91] is an outcome. It deals semantically withnon-terminating computations, by assigning them the truth value \unde�ned",thereby giving semantics to every program. Moreover, it enjoys a number ofdesirable structural properties[Dix92a, Dix92b, Dix91, Dix95a, Dix95b, BD96a].However, the well{founded semantics deals solely with normal programs, i.e.those with only negation by default, and thus it provides no mechanism forexplicitly declaring the falsity of literals. This can be a serious limitation. In fact,recently several authors have stressed and shown the importance of including inlogic programs a symmetric form of negation, denoted :, with respect to default



negation [APP96], for use in deductive databases, knowledge representation, andnon{monotonic reasoning[GL91, GL92, Ino91, Kow90, KS90, PW90, PAA91b, AP96], [PAA92, PDA93,Wag91, PAA91c]. This symmetric negation may assume several garbs and names(*classical, pseudo, strong, explicit) corresponding to di�erent properties anddistinct applicability. Default and symmetric negation can be related: indeedsome authors uphold the coherence principle, which stipulates the latter entailsthe former.So-called extended logic programs, those which introduce a symmetric formof negation, both in the body and conclusion of rules, have been instrumentalin bridging logic programming and non{monotonic reasoning formalisms, suchas Default Logic, Auto{Epistemic Logic, and Circumscription: non{monotonicreasoning formalisms provide elegant semantics for logic programming, in par-ticular in what regards the meaning of negation as failure (or by default); non{monotonic reasoning formalisms help one understand how logic programmingcan be used to formalize and solve several problems in AI. On the other hand,non{monotonic reasoning formalisms bene�t from the existing procedures oflogic programming; and, �nally, new problems of non{monotonic reasoning areraised and solved by logic programming.Of course, introducing symmetric negation conclusions requires being ableto deal with contradiction. Indeed, information is not only normally incompletebut contradictory to boot. Consequently, not all negation by default assumptionsmight be made, but only those not partaking of contradiction. This is tantamountto the ancient and venerable logical principle of \reductio ad absurdum": if anassumption leads to contradiction withdraw it. One major contribution of workon extended logic programming is that of tackling this issue.Whereas default negation, and the revision of believed assumptions in theface of contradiction, are the two non{monotonic reasoning mechanisms availablein logic programming, their use in combination with symmetric negation addson a qualitative representational expressivity that can capture a wide varietyof logical reasoning forms, and serve as an instrument for programming them.The application domains facilitated by extended logic programming include forexample taxonomies with exceptions and preferences, reasoning about actions,model based diagnosis, belief revision, updates, and declarative debugging.It should be noted that symmetric negation di�ers from classical negation.In particular, the principle of the excluded middle is not adopted, and so neitheris case analysis, whereby if p if q, and if p if :q, then p. Indeed, propositionsare not just true or false, exclusively. For one, they may be both true and false.Moreover, once contradiction is removed, even so a proposition and its negationmay both remain unde�ned. In fact, truth in logic programming should be takenin an auto-epistemic sense: truth is provability from an agent's knowledge, andpossibily neither a proposition nor its negation might be provable from its presentknowledge { their truth-value status' might be unde�ned for both. Hence caseanalysis is not justi�ed: p may rest unde�ned if q or :q are unde�ned.This is reasonable because the truth of q is not something that either holds



or not, inasmuch as it can refer to the agent's ability to deduce q, or some otheragent's view of q. For that matter, the supposition that either q holds or doesnot hold might be contradictory with the rest of the agent's knowledge in eithercase.Also, the procedural nature of logic programming requires that each conclu-sion be supported by some identi�able rule with a true body whose conclusion itis, not simply by alternatively applicable rules, as in case analysis. Conclusionsmust be procedurally grounded on known facts. This requirement is conduciveto a sceptical view of derived knowledge, which disallows jumping to conclusionswhen that is not called for.Next we make a short technical overview of the main results in the last15 years in the area of logic program's declarative semantics. This overview isdivided into four sections. In the �rst we review some of the most importantsemantics of normal logic programs while in the second we motivate the needof extending logic programming with a second kind of negation, and overviewrecent semantics for such extended programs. The third and forth section arevery compact and not as detailed as the previous ones. In the third section wetreat disjunctive logic programming and in the fourth section we give an overviewof implemented systems and where they can be obtained.3 Normal logic programsSeveral recent overviews of normal logic programming semantics can be found inthe literature (e.g. [She88, She90, PP90, Mon92, AB94, Dix95c, BD96b]). Here,for the sake of this text's self{su�ciency and to introduce some motivation, wedistill a brief overview of the subject. In some parts we follow closely the overviewof [PP90].The structure of this section is as follows: �rst we present the language ofnormal logic programs and give some de�nitions needed in the sequel. Then webriey review the �rst approaches to the semantics of normal programs and pointout their problems. Finally, we expound in greater detail two of the more recentand important proposals, namely stable models and well{founded semantics.3.1 LanguageBy an alphabet A of a language L we mean a (�nite or countably in�nite) dis-joint set of constants, predicate symbols, and function symbols. In addition, anyalphabet is assumed to contain a countably in�nite set of distinguished variablesymbols. A term over A is de�ned recursively as either a variable, a constantor an expression of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn); where f is a function symbol of A,and the ti are terms. An atom over A is an expression of the form p(t1; : : : ; tn);where p is a predicate symbol of A, and the tis are terms. A literal is either anatom A or its negation not A: We dub default literals those of the form not A:A term (resp. atom, literal) is called ground if it does not contain variables.The set of all ground terms (resp. atoms) of A is called the Herbrand universe(resp. base) of A: For short we use H to denote the Herbrand base of A:



A normal logic program is a �nite set of rules of the form:H  L1; : : : ; Ln (n � 0)where H is an atom and each of the Lis is a literal. In conformity with thestandard convention we write rules of the form H  also simply as H:A normal logic program P is called de�nite if none of its rules containsdefault literals. We assume that the alphabet A used to write a program Pconsists precisely of all the constants, and predicate and function symbols thatexplicitly appear in P: By Herbrand universe (resp. base) of P we mean theHerbrand universe (resp. base) of A:By grounded version of a normal logic program P we mean the (possiblyin�nite) set of ground rules obtained from P by substituting in all possible wayseach of the variables in P by elements of its Herbrand universe.In this work we restrict ourselves to Herbrand interpretations and models5.Thus, without loss of generality (cf. [PP90]), we coalesce a normal logic programP with its grounded version.3.2 Interpretations and modelsNext we de�ne 2 and 3{valued Herbrand interpretations and models of normallogic programs. Since non{Herbrand interpretations are beyond the scope of thiswork, in the sequel we sometimes drop the quali�cation Herbrand.De�nition 1 Two{valued interpretation. A 2{valued interpretation I of anormal logic program P is any subset of the Herbrand base H of P:Clearly, any 2{valued interpretation I can be equivalently viewed as a setT [ not F 6where T = I and is the set of atoms which are true in I; and F = H � T isthe set of atoms which are false in I: These interpretations are called 2{valuedbecause in them each atom is either true or false, i.e. H = T [ F:As argued in [PP90], interpretations of a given program P can be thoughtof as \possible worlds" representing possible states of our knowledge about themeaning of P: Since that knowledge is likely to be incomplete, we need the abilityto describe interpretations in which some atoms are neither true nor false butrather unde�ned, i.e. we need 3{valued interpretations:De�nition 2 Three{valued interpretation. By a 3{valued interpretation Iof a program P we mean a set T [ not F5 For the subject of semantics based on non{Herbrand models, and solutions to theproblems resulting from always keeping Herbrand models see e.g. [Kun87, Prz89c,GRS91].6 Where not fa1; : : : ; ang stands for fnot a1; : : : ; not ang.



where T and F are disjoint subsets of the Herbrand base H of P .The set T (the T-part of I) contains all ground atoms true in I , the set F(the F-part of I) contains all ground atoms false in I; and the truth value of theremaining atoms is unknown (or unde�ned).It is clear that 2{valued interpretations are a special case of 3{valued ones,for which H = T [ F is additionally imposed.Proposition3. Any interpretation I = T [ not F can equivalently be viewed asa function I : H ! V where V = �0; 12 ; 1	, de�ned by:I(A) = 8<: 0 if not A 2 I1 if A 2 I12 otherwiseOf course, for 2{valued interpretations there is no atom A such that I(A) = 12 :Models are de�ned as usual, and based on a truth valuation function:De�nition 4 Truth valuation. If I is an interpretation, the truth valuation Îcorresponding to I is a function Î : C ! V where C is the set of all formulae ofthe language, recursively de�ned as follows:{ if A is a ground atom then Î(A) = I(A).{ if S is a formula then Î(not S) = 1� Î(S).{ if S and V are formulae then� Î((S; V )) = min(Î(S); Î(V )).� Î(V  S) = 1 if Î(S) � Î(V ); and 0 otherwise.De�nition 5 Three{valued model. A 3{valued interpretation I is called a3{valued model of a program P i� for every ground instance of a program ruleH  B we have Î(H  B) = 1.The special case of 2{valued models has the following straightforward de�-nition:De�nition 6 Two{valued model. A 2{valued interpretation I is called a 2{valued model of a program P i� for every ground instance of a program ruleH  B we have Î(H  B) = 1.Some orderings among interpretations and models will be useful:De�nition 7 Classical ordering. If I and J are two interpretations then wesay that I � J if I(A) � J(A) for any ground atom A. If I is a collection ofinterpretations, then an interpretation I 2 I is called minimal in I if there is nointerpretation J 2 I such that J � I and I 6= J . An interpretation I is calledleast in I if I � J for any other interpretation J 2 I. A model M of a programP is called minimal (resp. least) if it is minimal (resp. least) among all modelsof P .



De�nition 8 Fitting ordering. If I and J are two interpretations then wesay that I �F J [Fit85] i� I � J . If I is a collection of interpretations, then aninterpretation I 2 I is called F-minimal in I if there is no interpretation J 2 Isuch that J �F I and I 6= J . An interpretation I is called F-least in I if I �F Jfor any interpretation J 2 I. A model M of a program P is called F-minimal(resp. F-least) if it is F-minimal (resp. F-least) among all models of P .Note that the classical ordering is related with the amount of true atoms,whereas the Fitting ordering is related with the amount of information, i.e.nonunde�nedness.3.3 Clark's and Fitting's SemanticsAs argued above, a precise meaning or semantics must be associated with anylogic program, in order to provide a declarative speci�cation of it. Declarativesemantics provides a mathematically precise de�nition of the meaning of a pro-gram, which is independent of its procedural executions, and is easy to manip-ulate and reason about.In contrast, procedural semantics is usually de�ned as a procedural mecha-nism that is capable of providing answers to queries. The correctness of such amechanism is evaluated by comparing its behaviour to the speci�cation providedby the declarative semantics. Without the latter, the user needs an intimateknowledge of the procedural aspects in order to write correct programs.The �rst attempt to provide a declarative semantics to logic programs is dueto [EK76], and the main motivation behind their approach is based on the ideathat one should minimize positive information as much as possible, limiting itto facts explicitely implied by a program, making everything else false. In otherwords, their semantics is based on a natural form of \closed world assumption"[Rei78a].Example 1. Consider program P :able mathematician(X) physicist(X)physicist(einstein)president(soares)This program has several (2{valued) models, the largest of which is the modelwhere both Einstein and Soares are at the same time presidents, physicists andable mathematicians. This model does not correctly describe the intended mean-ing of P; since there is nothing in P to imply that Soares is a physicist or thatEinstein is a president. In fact, the lack of such information should instead indi-cate that we can assume the contrary.This knowledge is captured by the least (2{valued) model of P :fphysicist(einstein); able mathematician(einstein); president(soares)g



The existence of a unique least model for every de�nite program (proven in[EK76]), led to the de�nition of the so called \least model semantics" for de�niteprograms. According to that semantics an atom A is true in a program P i� itbelongs to the least model of P ; otherwise A is false.It turns out that this semantics does not apply to programs with defaultnegation. For example, the program P = fp not qg has two minimal models,namely fpg and fqg: Thus no least model exists.In order to de�ne a declarative semantics for normal logic programs withnegation as failure7, [Cla78] introduced the so{called \Clark's predicate comple-tion". Informally, the basic idea of completion is that in common discourse weoften tend to use \if" statements when we really mean \i�" ones. For instance,we may use the following program P to describe the natural numbers:natural number(0)natural number(succ(X)) natural number(X)This program is too weak. It does not imply that nothing but 0; 1; : : : is a naturalnumber. In fact what we have in mind regarding program P is:natural number(X), (X = 0 _ (9Y j X = succ(Y ) ^ natural number(Y )))Based on this idea Clark de�ned the completion of a program P , the seman-tics of P being determined by the 2{valued models of its completion.However Clark's completion semantics has some serious drawbacks. One ofthe most important is that the completion of consistent programs may be in-consistent, thus failing to assign to those programs a meaning. For example thecompletion of the program fp not pg is fp, not pg; which is inconsistent.In [Fit85], the author showed that the inconsistency problem for Clark'scompletion can be elegantly eliminated by considering 3{valued models insteadof 2{valued ones. This led to the de�nition of the so{called \Fitting semantics"for normal logic programs. In [Kun87], Kunen showed that this semantics is notrecursively enumerable, and proposed a modi�cation.Unfortunately, \Fitting's semantics" inherits several problems of Clark's com-pletion, and in many cases leads to a semantics that appears to be too weak.This issue has been extensively discussed in the literature (see [She88, Prz89c,GRS91], [Dix95c, BD96b]). Forthwith we illustrate some of these problems withthe help of examples:Example 2. Consider8 program P :edge(a; b)edge(c; d)edge(d; c)reachable(a)reachable(X) reachable(Y ); edge(X;Y )7 Here we adopt the designation of \negation by default". Recently, this designationhas been used in the literature instead of the more operational \negation as failure".8 This example �rst appeared in [GRS91].



that describes which vertices are reachable from a given vertice a in a graph.Fitting semantics cannot conclude that vertices c and d are not reachablefrom a: Here the di�culty is caused by the existence of the symmetric rulesedge(c; d); and edge(d; c):Example 3. Consider P :bird(tweety)fly(X) bird(X); not abnormal(X)abnormal(X) irregular(X)irregular(X) abnormal(X)where the last two rules just state that \irregular" and \abnormal" are synony-mous.Based on the fact that nothing leads us to the conclusion that tweety isabnormal, we would expect the program to derive not abnormal(tweety); andconsequently that it ies. But Clark's completion of P is:bird(X), X = tweetyfly(X), bird(X); not abnormal(X)abnormal(X), irregular(X)from which it does not follow that tweety isn't abnormal.It is worth noting that without the last two rules both Clark's and Fitting'ssemantics yield the expected result.One possible explanation for such a behaviour is that the last two rules lead toa loop. This explanation is procedural in nature. But it was the idea of replacingprocedural programming by declarative programming that brought about theconcepts of logic programming in �rst place and so, as argued in [PP90], itseems that such a procedural explanation should be rejected.The problems mentioned above are caused by the di�culty in representingtransitive closure using completion. In [Kun90] it is formally showed that bothClark's and Fitting's semantics are not su�ciently expressive to represent tran-sitive closure.In order to solve these problems some model{theoretic approaches to declar-ative semantics have been de�ned. In the beginning, such approaches did notattempt to give a meaning to every normal logic program. On the contrary,they were based on syntactic restrictions over programs, and only program com-plying with such restrictions were given a semantics. Examples of syntacticallyrestricted program classes are strati�ed [ABW88], locally strati�ed [Prz89c] andacyclic [AB91], and examples of semantics for restricted programs are the per-fect model semantics [ABW88, Prz89c, Gel89b], and the weakly perfect modelsemantics [PP88]. Here we will not review any of these approaches. For theiroverview, the reader is referred to e.g. [PP90].



3.4 Stable model semanticsIn [GL88], the authors introduce the so{called \stable model semantics". Thismodel{theoretic declarative semantics for normal programs generalizes the pre-viously referred semantics for restricted classes of programs, in the sense thatfor such classes the results are the same and, moreover, for some non{restrictedprograms a meaning is still assigned.The basic ideas behind the stable model semantics came from the �eld of non{monotonic reasoning formalism. There, literals of the form not A are viewed asdefault literals that may or may not be assumed or, alternatively, as epistemicliterals �BA expressing that A is not believed.Informally, when one assumes true some set of (hypothetical) default literals,and false all the others, some consequences follow according to the semanticsof de�nite programs [EK76]. If the consequences completely corroborate thehypotheses made, then they form a stable model. Formally:De�nition 9 Gelfond{Lifschitz operator. Let P be a normal logic programand I a 2{valued interpretation. The GL{transformation of P modulo I is theprogram PI obtained from P by performing the following operations:{ remove from P all rules which contain a default literal not A such that A 2 I ;{ remove from the remaining rules all default literals.Since PI is a de�nite program, it has a unique least model J: We de�ne� (I) = J:It turns out that �xed points of the Gelfond{Lifschitz operator � for a pro-gram P are always models of P: This result led to the de�nition of stable modelsemantics:De�nition 10 Stable model semantics. A 2{valued interpretation I of a logicprogram P is a stable model of P i� � (I) = I:An atom A of P is true under the stable model semantics i� A belong to allstable models of P:One of the main advantages of stable model semantics is its close relationshipwith known non{monotonic reasoning formalisms:As proven in [BF88], the stable models of a program P are equivalent toReiter's default extensions [Rei80] of the default theory obtained from P byidentifying each program rule:H  B1; : : : ; Bn; not C1; : : : ; not Cmwith the default rule: B1; : : : ; Bn : � C1; : : : ;� CmHwhere � denotes classical negation.



Moreover, from the results of [Gel87], it follows directly that stable models areequivalent to Moore's autoepistemic expansions [Moo85] of the theory obtainedby replacing in P every default literal not A by �BA and then reinterpretingthe rule connective  as material implication.In spite of the strong relationship between logic programming and non{monotonic reasoning, in the past these research areas were developing largelyindependently of one another, and the exact nature of their relationship was notclosely investigated or understood.The situation has changed signi�cantly with the introduction of stable mod-els, and the establishment of formal relationships between these and other non{monotonic formalisms. In fact, in recent years increasing and productive ef-fort has been devoted to the study of the relationships between logic program-ming and several non{monotonic reasoning formalisms. As a result, internationalworkshops have been organized, in whose proceedings many works and referencesto the theme can be found [NMS91, PN93, MNT95, DFN97].Such relationships turn out to be mutual bene�cial. On the one hand, non{monotonic formalisms provide elegant semantics for logic programming, speciallyin what regards the meaning of default negation (or negation as failure), andhelp one understand how logic programs can be used to formalize several types ofreasoning in Arti�cial Intelligence. On the other hand, those formalisms bene�tfrom the existing procedures of logic programming, and some new issues of theformer are raised and solved by the latter. Moreover, relations among non{monotonic formalisms themselves have been facilitated and established via logicprogramming.3.5 Well{founded semanticsDespite its advantages, and of being de�ned for more programs than any of itspredecessors, stable model semantics still has some important drawbacks:{ First, some programs have no stable models. One such program is P =fa not ag:{ Even for programs with stable models, their semantics do not always leadto the expected intended results. For example consider program P :a not bb not ac not ac not cwhose only stable model is fc; bg: Thus b and c are consequences of the stablemodel semantics of P: However, if one adds c to P as a lemma, the semanticsof P changes, and b no longer follows. This issue is related with the propertyof cumulativity ([Dix95a]).{ Moreover, it is easy to see that it is impossible to derive b from P usingany derivation procedure based on top{down (SL{like) rewriting techniques.



This is because such a procedure, beginning with the goal  b would reachonly the �rst two rules of P; from which b cannot be derived. This issue isrelated with the property of relevance ([Dix95b]).{ The computation of stable models is NP{complete [MT91] even within sim-ple classes of programs, such as propositional logic programs. This is animportant drawback, specially if one is interested in a program for e�cientlyimplementing knowledge representation and reasoning.{ Last but not least, by always insisting on 2{valued interpretations, stablemodel semantics often lack expressivity.The well{founded semantics was introduced in [GRS91], and overcomes all ofthe above problems. This semantics is also closely related to some of the majornon{monotonic formalisms ([AP96]).Many di�erent equivalent de�nitions of the well{founded semantics exist (e.g.[Prz89a, Prz89b, Bry89, PP90, Dun91, Prz91a, BS91, Mon92, Dix95b, BD97b]).Here we use the de�nition introduced in [PP90] because, in our view, it is theone more technically related with the de�nition of stable models above9. Indeed,it consists of a natural generalization for 3{valued interpretations of the stablemodel semantics. In its de�nition the authors begin by introducing 3{valued (orpartial) stable models, and then show that the F{least of those models coincideswith the well{founded model as �rst de�ned in [GRS91].In order to formalize the notion of partial stable models, Przymusinski �rstexpand the language of programs with the additional propositional constant uwith the property of being unde�ned in every interpretation. Thus they assumethat every interpretation I satis�es:Î(u) = Î(not u) = 12A non{negative program is a program whose premises are either atoms oru: In [PP90], it is proven that every non{negative program has a 3{valuedleast model. This led to the following generalization of the Gelfond{Lifschitz�{operator:De�nition 11 � �{operator. Let P be a normal logic program, and let I be a3{valued interpretation. The extended GL{transformation of P modulo I is theprogram PI obtained from P by performing the operations:{ remove from P all rules which contain a default literal not A such thatI(A) = 1;{ replace in the remaining rules of P those default literals not A such thatI(A) = 12 by u;{ remove from the remaning rules all default literals.9 For a more practical introduction to the well{founded semantics the reader is referredto [PAA91a]. A detailed exposition based on abstract properties is given in [BD96b].



Since the resulting program is non{negative, it has a unique 3{valued least modelJ: We de�ne � �(I) = J:De�nition 12 Well{founded semantics. A 3{valued interpretation I of alogic program P is a partial stable model of P i� � �(I) = I:The well{founded semantics of P is determined by the unique F{least partialstable model of P; and can be obtained by the (bottom{up) iteration of � �starting from the empty interpretation.An alternative equivalent de�nition, by means of the squared � operator, isgiven as a special case in the section on well{founded semantics with explicitnegation below.4 Extended logic programsRecently several authors have stressed and shown the importance of including,beside default negation, a symmetric second kind of negation : in logic programs[APP96], for use in deductive databases, knowledge representation, and non{monotonic reasoning[GL91, GL92, Ino91, Kow90, KS90, PW90, PAA91b, PAA91c], [PAA92,PDA93, Wag91]. This symmetric form of negation may assume several garbsand names (*classical, pseudo, strong, explicit) corresponding to di�erent prop-erties and distinct applicability. Default and symmetric negation can be related:indeed some authors uphold the coherence principle, which stipulates that thelatter entails the former.In this section we begin by reviewing the main motivations for introducingthis kind of symmetric negation in logic programs. Then we de�ne an extensionof the language of programs to two negations, and briey overview the mainproposed semantics for these programs.4.1 MotivationIn normal logic programs the negative information is implicit, i.e. it is not pos-sible to explicitly state falsity, and propositions are assumed false if there isno reason to believe they are true. This is what is wanted in some cases. Forinstance, in the classical example of a database that explicitly states ight con-nections, one wants to implicitly assume that the absence of a connection in thedatabase means that no such connection exists.However this is a serious limitation in other cases. As argued in [PW90,Wag91], explicit negative information plays an important rôle in natural dis-course and commonsense reasoning. The representation of some problems inlogic programming would be more natural if logic programs had some way ofexplicitly representing falsity. Consider for example the statement:\Penguins do not y"



One way of representing this statement within logic programming could be:no fly(X) penguin(X)or equivalently: fly0(X) penguin(X)as suggested in [GL89].But these representations do not capture the connection between the predi-cate no fly(X) and the predication of ying. This becomes clearer if, addition-ally, we want to represent the statement:\Birds y"Clearly this statement can be represented byfly(X) bird(X)then, no connection whatsoever exists between the predicates no fly(X) andfly(X): Intuitively one would like to have such an obvious connection estab-lished.The importance of these connections grows if we think of negative informationfor representing exceptions to rules [Kow90]. The �rst statement above can beseen as an exception to the general rule that normally birds y. In this case wereally want to establish the connection between ying and not ying.Exceptions expressed by sentences with negative conclusions are also commonin legislation [Kow89, Kow92]. For example, consider the provisions for deprivingBritish citizens of their citizenship:40 - (1) Subject to the provisions of this section, the Secretary ofState may by order deprive any British citizen to whom this subsectionapplies of his British citizenship if [: : :].(5) The Secretary of State shall not deprive a person of British citi-zenship under this section if [: : :].Clearly, 40 (1) has the logical form \P if Q" whereas 40 (5) has the form \: Pif R". Moreover, it is also clear that 40 (5) is an exception to the rule of 40 (1)Above we argued for the need of having a symmetric negation in the head ofrules. But there are also reasons that compel us to believe symmetric negationis needed also in their bodies. Consider the statement10:\ A school bus may cross railway tracks under the condition that there is noapproaching train"10 This example is due to John McCarthy, and was published for the �rst time in[GL91].



It would be wrong to express this statement by the rule:cross not trainThe problem is that this rule allows the bus to cross the tracks when there is noinformation about either the presence or the absence of a train. The situation isdi�erent if symmetric negation is used:cross :trainThen the bus is only allowed to cross the tracks if the bus driver is sure that thereis no approaching train. The di�erence between not p and :p in a logic programis essential whenever we cannot assume that available positive information aboutp is complete, i.e. we cannot assume that the absence of information about pclearly denotes its falsity.Moreover, the introduction of symmetric negation in combination with theexisting default negation allows for greater expressivity, and so for representingstatements like:\ If the driver is not sure that a train is not approaching then he should wait"in a natural way: wait not :trainExamples of such combinations also appear in legislation. For example con-sider the following article from \The British Nationality Act 1981" [HMS81]:(2) A new{born infant who, after commencement, is found abandonedin the United Kingdom shall acquire british citizenship by section 1.2 ifit is not shown that it is not the case that the person is born [: : :]Clearly, conditions of the form \it is not shown that it is not the case that P"can be expressed naturally by not :P:Another motivation for introducing symmetric negation in logic programsrelates to a desired symmetry between positive and negative information. Thisis of special importance when the negative information is easier to representthan the positive one. One can �rst represent it negatively, and then say thatthe positive information corresponds to its complement.In order to make this clearer, take the following example [GL91]:Example 4. Consider a graph description based on the predicate arc(X;Y ), whichexpresses that in the graph there is an arc from vertice X to vertice Y: Now sup-pose that we want to determine which vertices are terminals. Clearly, this is acase where the complement information is easier to represent, i.e. it is much eas-ier to determine which vertices are not terminal. By using symmetric negationin combination with negation by default, one can then easily say that terminalvertices are those which are not nonterminal::terminal(X) arc(X;Y )terminal(X) not :terminal(X)



Finally, another important motivation for extending logic programming withsymmetric negation is to generalize the relationships between logic programs andnon{monotonic reasoning formalisms.As mentioned in section 3.3, such relationships, drawn for the most recentsemantics of normal logic programs, have proven of extreme importance for bothsides, giving them mutual bene�ts and clari�cations. However, normal logic pro-grams just map into narrow classes of the more general non{monotonic for-malisms. For example, simple default rules such as (where "�" is classical nega-tion): � a : � bc a : bc a : b� ccannot be represented by a normal logic program. Note that not even normal norsemi{normal default rules can be represented using normal logic programs. Thisis so because these programs cannot represent rules with negative conclusions,and normal rules with positive conclusions have also positive justi�cations, whichis impossible in normal programs.Since, as shown below, extended logic programs also bear a close relation-ship to non{monotonic reasoning formalisms, they improve on those of normalprograms as extended programs map into broader classes of theories in non{monotonic formalisms, and so more general relations between several of thoseformalisms can now be made via logic programs.One example of such an improvement is that the introduction of symmetricnegation into logic programs makes it possible to represent normal and semi{normal defaults within logic programming. On the one side, this provides meth-ods for computing consequences of normal default theories. On the other, itallows for the appropriation in logic programming of work done using such the-ories for representing knowledge.4.2 Language of extended programsAs for normal logic programs, an atom over an alphabet A is an expression ofthe form p(t1; : : : ; tn); where p is a predicate symbol, and the tis are terms. Inorder to extend our language with a second kind of negation, we additionallyde�ne an objective literal over A as being an atom A or its symmetric negation:A: We also use the symbol : to denote complementary literals in the sense ofsymmetric negation. Thus ::A = A. Here, a literal is either an objective literalL or its default negation not L: We dub default literals those of the form not L:By the extended Herbrand base of A; we mean the set of all ground objectiveliterals of A: Whenever unambigous we refer to the extended Herbrand base ofan alphabet, simply as Herbrand base, and denote it by H:An extended logic program is a �nite set of rules of the form:H  L1; : : : ; Ln (n � 0)where H is an objective literal and each of the Lis is a literal. As for normalprograms, if n = 0 we omit the arrow symbol.



By the extended Herbrand baseH of P we mean the extended Herbrand baseof the alphabet consisting of all the constants, predicate and function symbolsthat explicitly appear in P:Interpretation is de�ned as for normal programs, but using the extendedHerbrand base instead.Whenever unambigous, we refer to extended logic programs simply as logicprograms or programs. As in normal programs, a set of rules stands for all itsground instances.4.3 Answer{sets semanticsThe �rst semantics de�ned for extended logic programs was the so{called \answer{sets semantics" [GL91]. There the authors de�ned for the �rst time the languageof logic programs with two kinds of negation { default negation not and whatthey called "classical" negation :, which is symmetric with respect to not :The answer{sets semantics is a generalization of the stable model semanticsfor the language of extended programs. Roughly, an answer{set of an extendedprogram P is a stable model of the normal program obtained from P by replacingobjective literals of the form :L by new atoms, say : L:De�nition 13 The �{operator. Let P be an extended logic program and I a2{valued interpretation. The GL{transformation of P modulo I is the programPI obtained from P by:{ �rst denoting every objective literal in H of the form :A by a new atom,say : A;{ replacing in both P and I; these objective literals by their new denotation;{ then performing the following operations:� removing from P all rules which contain a default literal not A such thatA 2 I ;� removing from the remaning rules all default literals.Since PI is a de�nite program it has a unique least model J:If J contains a pair of complementary atoms, say A and : A; then � (I) = H:Otherwise, let J 0 be the interpretation obtained from J by replacing thenewly introduced atoms : A by :A: We de�ne � (I) = J 0:De�nition 14 Answer{sets semantics. A 2{valued interpretation I of an ex-tended logic program P is an answer{set model of P i� � (I) = I:An objective literal L of P is true under the answer{sets semantics i� Lbelongs to all answer{sets of P ; L is false i� :L is true; otherwise L is unknown.In [GL91], the authors showed that the answer{sets of an extended programP are equivalent to Reiter's default extensions of the default theory obtainedfrom P by identifying each program rule:H  B1; : : : ; Bn;:C1; : : : ;:Cm; not D1; : : : ; not Dk; not :E1; : : : ; not :Ej



with the default rule:B1; : : : ; Bn;� C1; : : : ;� Cm : � D1; : : : ;� Dk; E1; : : : ; EjH 0where H 0 = H if H is an atom, or H 0 =� L if H = :L.4.4 e{answer{sets semanticsAnother semantics generalizing stable models for the class of extended programsis the e{answer{sets semantics of [KS90]. There, the authors claim that "clas-sically" negated atoms in extended programs play the rôle of exceptions. Thusthey impose a preference of negative over positive objective literals.The e{answer{sets semantics is obtainable from the answer{sets semanticsafter a suitable program transformation. For the sake of simplicity, here we donot give the formal de�nition of e{answer{sets, but instead show its behaviouron an example:Example 5. Consider program P :fly(X) bird(X):fly(X) penguin(X)bird(X) penguin(X)penguin(tweety)This program allows for both the conclusions fly(tweety) and :fly(tweety):Thus its only answer{sets is H:In e{answer{sets semantics, since conclusions of the form :L are preferredover those of the form L; :fly(tweety) overrides the conclusion fly(tweety);and thus fpenguin(tweety); bird(tweety);:fly(tweety)gis an e{answer{set of P:The rationale for this overriding is that the second rule is an exception tothe �rst one.4.5 Well{founded semantics with pseudo negationIn [Prz90], the author argues that the technique used in answer{sets for general-izing stable models is quite general. Based on that he de�nes a semantics whichgeneralizes the well{founded semantics for the class of extended programs11, asfollows:11 In the sequel we refer to this semantics as \well{founded semantics with pseudonegation".



De�nition 15 Well{founded semantics with pseudo negation. A3{valued interpretation I is a partial stable model of an extended logic pro-gram P i� I 0 is a partial stable model of the normal program P 0; where I 0 andP 0 are obtained respectively from I and P; by replacing every objective literalof the form :A by a new atom, say : A:The well{founded semantics with pseudo negation of P is determined by theunique F{least partial stable model of P:4.6 Nelson's strong negation semanticsBased on the notions of vivid logic [Lev86] and strong negation [Nel49], [Wag91]presents an alternative de�nition of the answer{sets semantics. There, the authorclaims that the :{negation of extended logic programs is not classical negationbut rather Nelson's strong negation.In fact, consider the following program P :b ab :aIf real classical negation were used then b would be a consequence of P , becausefor classical negation a _ :a is a tautology. However, in neither of the abovementioned semantics b follows from P:4.7 Well{founded semantics with explicit negationMany semantics for extended logic programs view default negation and sym-metric negation as unrelated. To overcome this situation a new semantics forextended logic programs was proposed in [PA92, AP96]. Well-founded Seman-tics with Explicit Negation (WFSX for short) embeds a \coherence principle"providing the natural missing link between both negations: if :L holds thennot L should too (similarly, if L then not :L). More recently, a paraconsistentextension of this semantics (WFSXp) has been proposed in [ADP95, Dam96] viaan alternating �xpoint de�nition that we now recapitulate.As usual, for the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we will re-strict the discussion to (possibly in�nite) propositional, or to ground, programs.A non-ground program stands for its fully instantiated version, i.e. the set ofall ground instances of its rules. The alphabet of the language of the programsis the set of atoms At. Atoms can be negated by juxtaposing them with theexplicit negation symbol \:" thereby obtaining the explicitly negated literals.The explicit complement of a set A = fa1; a2; : : :g is :A = f:a1;:a2; : : :g. Theset of objective literals is OLit = At[:At. Default literals are of the form not aand not :a, where a is an atomic proposition in the language's alphabet. Theset of all literals is Lit = OLit [ not OLit, where default negation of a set ofobjective literals stands for the set comprised of the default negation of eachone.



De�nition 16. An extended logic program is a set of rules of the formL0  L1; : : : ; Lm; not M1; : : : ; not Mn (m;n � 0)where Li (0 � i � m) and Mj (1 � j � n) are objective literals.We begin by recalling the de�nition of Gelfond-Lifschitz � operator, used inthe alternating �xpoint de�nition of WFS [Gel89a],WFSX, and WFSXp.To impose the coherence requirement Alferes and Pereira resort to the semi-normal version of an extended logic program.De�nition 17. [PA92, AP96] The semi-normal version Ps of a program P isobtained from P by adding to the (possibly empty) Body of each rule L Bodythe default literal not :L; where :L is the complement of L with respect toexplicit negation.The semi-normal version of a program introduces a new anti-monotonic oper-ator: �Ps(S). Below we use � (S) to denote �P (S), and �s(S) to denote �Ps(S).Theorem18. [ADP95] The operator ��s is monotonic, for arbitrary sets ofliterals.Consequently every program has a least �xpoint of ��s. This de�nes thesemantics for paraconsistent logic programs. It also ensures that the semanticsis well-de�ned, i.e. assigns meaning to every extended logic program.De�nition 19. [ADP95] Let P be an extended logic program and T a �xpointof ��s, then T [ not (HP � �sT ) is a paraconsistent partial stable model of P(PSMp). The paraconsistent well-founded model of P , WFMp(P ), is the leastPSMp under set inclusion order.To enforce consistency on the paraconsistent partial stable models Alferesand Pereira need only insist the extra condition T � �sT be veri�ed, whichsuccintly guarantees that for no objective literal, L and not L simultaneouslyhold. So it automatically rejects contradictory models where L and :L are bothtrue because, by coherence, they would also entail not L and not :L. ThereforeWFSXp generalizes WFSX, as it does not impose this additional condition. Fur-thermore, for normal logic programs, it coincides with WFS, which is de�nableas the least �xpoint of ��:Example 6. Let P be the extended logic program:a not b: b not c: b not :c: c: :c: d not d:The sequence for determining the least �xpoint of ��s of program P is:I0 = fgI1 = ��sfg = �fa; b; c;:c; dg = fc;:cgI2 = ��sfc;:cg = �fa; dg = fa; b; c;:cgI3 = ��sfa; b; c;:cg = �fdg = I2ThusWFMp(P ) = fa; b; c;:c; not a; not :a; not b; not :b; not c; not :c; not :dg.



One of the distinguishing features of WFSXp is that it does not enforce defaultconsistency, i.e. a and not a can be simultaneously true, in contradistinction toall other semantics. In the above example this is the case for literals a, b, c and:c. It is due to the adoption of the coherence principle: for instance, because aand :a hold then, by coherence, not :a and not a must hold too.5 Disjunctive Logic ProgramsRecently, considerable interest and research e�ort12 has been given to the prob-lem of �nding a suitable extension of the logic programming paradigm beyondthe class of normal logic programs. In particular, considerable work has beendevoted to the problem of de�ning natural extensions of logic programming thatensure a proper treatment of disjunctive information . However, the problem of�nding a suitable semantics for disjunctive programs and databases proved to befar more complex than it is in the case of normal, non-disjunctive programs13.There are good reasons justifying this extensive research e�ort. In naturaldiscourse as well as in various programming applications we often use disjunctivestatements. One particular example of such a situation is reasoning by cases.Other obvious examples include:{ Null values: for instance, an age \around 30" can be 28, 29, 30, 31, or 32;{ Legal rules: the judge always has some freedom for his decision, otherwisehe/she would not be needed; so laws cannot have unique models;{ Diagnosis: only at the end of a fault diagnosis do we know exactly which partof some machine was faulty but while we are searching, di�erent possibilitiesexist;{ Biological inheritance: if the parents have blood groups A and 0, the childmust also have one of these two blood groups (example from [Lip79]);{ Natural language understanding: here there are many possibilities for ambi-guity and they are represented most naturally by multiple intended models;{ Conicts in multiple inheritance: if we want to keep as much informationas possible, we should assume disjunction of the inherited values [BL93].As [EGM93, EG93, EGM94] have shown, formalisms promoting disjunctive rea-soning are more expressive and they are also more natural to use since theypermit direct translation of disjunctive statements from natural language andfrom informal speci�cations. The additional expressive power of disjunctive logicprograms signi�cantly simpli�es the problem of translation of non-monotonicformalisms into logic programs, and, consequently, facilitates using logic pro-gramming as an inference engine for non-monotonic reasoning. Moreover, exten-sive recent work devoted to theoretic and algorithmic foundations of disjunctive12 It su�ces just to mention several recent workshops on Extensions of Logic Program-ming speci�cally devoted to this subject ([DPP95, DHSH96, Wol94, DLMW96]).13 The book by Minker et. al. [LMR92] provides a detailed and well-organized accountof the extensive research e�ort in this area. See also [Dix95c, Min93].



programming, suggests that there are good prospects for extending the logicprogramming paradigm to disjunctive programs.What then should be viewed as an \extension of logic programming"? Webelieve that in order to demonstrate that a class of programs can be justi�ablycalled an extension of logic programs one should be able to argue that:{ the proposed syntax of such programs resembles the syntax of logic pro-grams but it applies to a signi�cantly broader class of programs, which in-cludes the class of disjunctive logic programs as well as the class of logicprograms with \classical" (or symmetric) negation;{ the proposed semantics of such programs constitutes an intuitively naturalextension of the semantics of normal logic programs, which, when restrictedto normal logic programs, coincides with one of the well-established seman-tics of normal logic programs;{ there exists a reasonably simple procedural mechanism allowing, at least inprinciple, to compute the semantics14.It would be also desirable for the proposed class of programs and their semanticsto be a special case of a more general non-monotonic formalism which wouldclearly link it to other well-established non-monotonic formalisms.Several approaches to the semantics of disjunctive logic programs have beenrecently proposed and studied in the literature, e.g. [LMR92, Ros92, RT88,GL91], [Dix92b],[BD94, BD97b, BD97a, BD96a, EG93, EGM93, BLM90, Prz91b, Prz95b],and [Prz95a, BDNP97, BDP96]. Since a more thorough discussion of disjunctiveprogramming is beyond the scope of this brief introduction, we refer the readerto those papers, as well as to papers published in this volume, for more details.6 ImplementationsIn this section we give a rough overview of what semantics have been imple-mented so far and where they are available.It should be noted, that the �rst-order versions of all semantics investigatedhere are undecidable. Nevertheless it is an important task to have running sys-tems that can handle programs with free variables , and are Goal-Oriented . Toensure completeness (or termination) we need then additional requirements likeallowedness (to prevent oundering), and no function symbols.Although these restrictions ensure the Herbrand-universe to be �nite (andthus we are really considering a propositional theory) we think that such a systemhas great advantages over a system that can just handle ground programs. For14 Observe that while such a mechanism cannot even in principle be e�cient, due tothe inherent NP-completeness of the problem of computing answers to just positivedisjunctive programs, it can be e�cient when restricted to speci�c subclasses ofprograms and queries and it can allow e�cient approximation methods for broaderclasses of programs.



a language L, the fully instantiated program can be quite large and di�cult tohandle e�ectively.The goal-orientedness (or Relevance as mentioned above) is also important| after all this was one reason for the success of SLD-Resolution. As notedabove, such a goal-oriented approach is not possible for the stable semantics.There are various commercial PROLOG-systems that perform variants ofSLDNF-Resolution. But in what follows, we concentrate in the following onextensions of semantics introduced in this paper.Currently, a library of implemented logic programming systems and interest-ing test-cases for such systems is collected as a project of the arti�cial intelligencegroup at Koblenz. We refer to <http://www.uni-koblenz.de/ag-ki/LP/>.6.1 Non-Disjunctive SemanticsThere are many theoretical papers that deal with the problem of implementation([BD93, KSS91, DN95, FLMS93]) but only a few running systems. The problemof handling and representing ground programs given a non-ground one has alsobeen addressed [KNS94, KNS95, EGLS96].In [BNNS93, BNNS94] the authors showed how the problem of computingstable models can be transformed to an Integer-Linear Programming Problem.This has been extended in [DM93] to disjunctive programs.Inoue et. al. show in [IKH92] how to compute stable models by transformingprograms into propositional theories and then using a model-generation theoremprover.In Bern, Switzerland, a group around G. J�ager is building a non-monotonicreasoning system which incorporates various monotonic and non-monotonic log-ics. We refer to http://lwbwww.unibe.ch:8080/LWBinfo.html.Extended logic programs under the well-founded semantics are considered byPereira and his colleagues: [PAA93, ADP95, AP96]. The REVISE system, whichdeals with contradiction removal pro paraconsistent programs in this semantics,can be found in <http://www.uni-koblenz.de/ag-ki/LP/> too.[NS96] describes an implementation of WFS and STABLE with a special eyeon complexity.The most advanced system has been implemented by David Warren andhis group in Stony Brook based on OLDT-algorithm of [TS86]. They �rst de-veloped a meta-interpreter (SLG, see [CW96]) in PROLOG and then directlymodi�ed the WAM for a direct implementation of WFS (XSB). They use tabling-methods and a mixture of top-Down and bottom-up evaluation to detect loops.Their system is complete and terminating for non-oundering DATALOG. Italso works for general programs but termination is not guaranteed. This systemis described in [CW93, CSW95, CW95], and is available by anonymous ftp fromftp.cs.sunysb.edu/pub/XSB/.



6.2 Disjunctive SemanticsThere are theoretical descriptions of implementations that have not yet beenimplemented: [FM95, MR95, CL95].Here are some implemented systems. Inoue et. al. show in [IKH92] how tocompute stable models for extended disjunctive programs in a bottom-up-fashionusing a theorem prover. The approach of Bell et. al. ([NNS91]) was used byDix/M�uller [DM93, DM92, M�ul92] to implement versions of the stationary se-mantics of Przymusinski ([Prz91c].Brass/Dix have implemented both D-WFS and DSTABLE for allowed DAT-ALOG programs ([BD95]15). An implementation of static semantics ([Prz95b])is described in [BDP96]16.Seipel has implemented in his DisLog-system various (modi�ed versions of)semantics of Minker and his group. His system is publicly available at the URLhttp://sunwww.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de:8080/dislog/dislog.tar.Z.Finally, there is the DisLoP project undertaken by the Arti�cial Intelli-gence Research Group at the University of Koblenz and headed by J. Dix andU. Furbach ([DF96, ADN97]). This project aims at extending certain theoremproving concepts, such as restart model elimination [BF94] and hyper tableaux[BFN96] calculi, for disjunctive logic programming. Information on the Dis-LoP project and related publications can be obtained from the WWW page<http://www.uni-koblenz.de/ag-ki/DLP/>.AcknowledgementsWe wish to thank our colleagues Jos�e J�ulio Alferes, Stefan Brass, GerhardBrewka, Carlos Dam�asio, and Halina Przymusinska for our use of materialfrom joint publications. Lu��s Moniz Pereira acknowledges also the support ofJNICT/PRAXIS and its funding of the project MENTAL (#2/2.1/TIT/1593/95).References[AB91] K. Apt and M. Bezem. Acyclic programs. New Generation Computing,29(3):335{363, 1991.[AB94] Krysztof R. Apt and Roland N. Bol. Logic Programming and Negation: ASurvey. Journal of Logic Programming, 19-20:9{71, 1994.[ABW88] K. Apt, H. Blair, and A. Walker. Towards a theory of declarative knowl-edge. In J. Minker, editor, Foundations of Deductive Databases and LogicProgramming, pages 89{142. Morgan Kaufmann, 1988.[ADN97] Chandrabose Aravindan, J�urgen Dix, and Ilkka Niemel�a. The DisLoP-project. Technical Report TR 1/97, University of Koblenz, Department ofComputer Science, Rheinau 1, January 1997.15 ftp://ftp.informatik.uni-hannover.de/software/index.html16 ftp://ftp.informatik.uni-hannover.de/software/static/static.html
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